EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

Recent government-wide shutdowns of information systems in a half-dozen developing countries ranging from Albania to Vanuatu suggest that ransomware and state-sponsored attacks are finding success in targeting critical infrastructure networks of the Global South. Over the first decade of their integration with the digital economy, low-income and lower-middle-income countries faced relatively few cyberattacks, but that honeymoon appears to be over, with the Global South now ranking first in cyberattacks per institution and cyberattacks per capita.

As mobile device e-commerce and ICT networks continue to expand across the Global South, this rise in cyberattacks is not surprising. Nevertheless, the level of digital integration in the region still trails the rest of the world, suggesting the record-setting levels of cyberattacks may be the result of vulnerabilities systemic to the region. The most corrosive of these problems is corruption. While few governments in the Global South have publicized the role of IT corruption in critical infrastructure enterprises, this analysis builds on donor and regional software association investigations to argue that IT departments in the Global South are vulnerable to corrupt procurement schemes catalyzed by the proliferation of pirated software.

Until recently, the prevalence of pirated or lapsed licensed software on government networks across the Global South may have led to little more than poor or unpredictable network performance. This is no longer the case today, as networks built around pirated software serve as easy targets for ransomware gangs and hacktivists that still find decades-old malware like the "WannaCry" worm to be effective in countries challenged by systemic corruption.

In response to the growing cyber threat, governments in the region and foreign donors focused their response on the best practices found in the action plans and policy initiatives drawn from national cybersecurity strategies designed for the Global North.
As a result, not one government’s national cybersecurity strategy in the Global South recognizes corruption as an important issue for critical infrastructure network security.

This analysis underlines the effects of addressing corruption on cybersecurity by highlighting the positive impacts of Ukraine’s switch to an autonomous and transparent procurement platform by comparing the experience of cyberattacks in 2017 with those that accompanied the 2022 full-scale invasion of the country. Taking these lessons forward, cybersecurity officials across the Global South must consider identifying procurement corruption as a cybersecurity risk and develop initiatives to mitigate the impact of systemic corruption on cybersecurity.

INTRODUCTION

“CYBER CRIMINALS ARE COMING FOR THE GLOBAL SOUTH” – DEUTSCH WELLE

The global revolution in information and communications technology (ICT) has expanded educational and economic opportunities across the Global South even as it brings new threats of inequality and cyber vulnerability. Whether these countries are prepared, they now represent the fastest-growing population of new internet users. Moreover, malicious hackers have recognized this rise in networked users, with Latin America and the Caribbean now leading the globe in the rate of cyberattacks as a share of the networked population, while Africa leads in the rate of cyberattacks per institution.

The process of digital transformation started later in the Global South, which likely limited the vulnerability of these countries to ransomware attacks. This is no longer the case. Vanuatu served as a wake-up call in 2022 when most of the island’s public services shut down after hackers encrypted the government’s data networks. The ransomware gang’s commitment of time and resources to infiltrate Vanuatu’s government networks demonstrates that even the smallest nations in the Global South can no longer assume they will be overlooked by global hacker organizations.

A critical lesson from the first decade of ubiquitous cyberattacks is the importance of patching an enterprise’s network software. Unfortunately, the vulnerabilities that IT professionals must track and patch each year have been growing, especially since the arrival of cryptocurrency in the mid-2010s offered the first practical means for hackers to receive payments after locking up or seizing data. Figure 1 shows MITRE’s recorded annual increase in registered vulnerabilities and exposures, which shows the growth has been rising at an exponential rate since 2018. As ransomware began to grow and criminal organizations sought to continue finding lucrative and vulnerable targets, hackers suddenly turned to institutional networks in countries they might never have heard of before researching potential targets. A growing horde of ransomware organizations appear to be choosing targets based first on vulnerability, which has resulted in more attacks on institutions in the Global South.

![Figure 1: New IT Product and Service Vulnerabilities](chart.png)
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Although the need to patch software vulnerabilities has never been higher, corrupt practices in software procurement explain why many organizations do not regularly update their security. Functioning software that was not legitimately acquired rarely provides a connection to the software vendor. The presence of pirated software on a network reduces the likelihood that the network is regularly receiving updates that the software’s producer distributes to patch newly discovered vulnerabilities.

An organization’s cybersecurity can also face vulnerabilities due to obsolete versions of software still running on its network. This can happen for multiple reasons, from vendors going out of business to developers choosing to no longer support a product line. In underfunded institutions across the globe, it is not rare to find the continued use of obsolete software. This vulnerability is further exacerbated by procurement managers prioritizing corrupt rents over issues of trusted vendors or sustainable support for software.

Given the epidemic levels of corruption in public and private procurement across the Global South, this study draws from recent cybersecurity experiences in European and Eurasian economies similarly challenged by corruption to argue that a digitally integrated Global South may be more susceptible to cyberattacks than those in the Global North. While the limited scale of the digital economy across most of the Global South continues to keep these countries out of top spots in terms of the total number of attacks, the Global South has suddenly become a disproportionately high malware target. This new reality reflects unique challenges to cybersecurity in the Global South and also suggests that the solutions to this challenge may not be found in the traditional national cybersecurity strategies based on the playbooks of more developed countries.

THE DIGITALIZATION OF THE GLOBAL SOUTH HAS ONLY BEGUN

The International Telecommunication Union estimates that the Global South passed the milestone of more than half of its citizens gaining access to the internet in 2022. At this growth rate, more than 75 percent of the Global South will be connected by the end of 2025. Most of this access is represented by limited bandwidth connections to mobile phone subscribers, which allow for a range of services to citizens that, because of resource constraints or great distances, were previously impractical to offer at scale. For example, the tiny nation of Vanuatu provides its citizens residing across its far-flung islands the ability to use mobile phones to pay utility bills and taxes or initiate government document requests without a long trip between islands. The economic impact is enormous for citizens who are no longer required to spend 1-2 days of travel for administrative tasks.

Figure 2: Mobile Phone Subscriptions in 2022 by Population

The private services offered by early mobile phone entrepreneurs in the Global South have been no less impressive. Widespread mobile phone use looks to be a pathway from poverty for millions of citizens once isolated from the global flow of information resources. ICT-based businesses may already be the leading force for economic growth in many of these countries. A study between 2007 and 2016 found mobile phone diffusion had a more significant impact on the rise in gross national product (GNP) in Sub-Saharan Africa than any other form of investment. Across Africa, rural residents who lack access to landline phones or banks benefit from nearly one billion mobile phones that allow them to tap into the internet sites (notably, banking and wholesale services) necessary to engage in entrepreneur-
Despite the rapid growth in mobile phone-led economic activity, most countries in the Global South are just now starting to develop the ICT infrastructure needed to support this demand. Many states in the Global South have only completed the “first mile” of broadband access—global connections to their capitals and large cities—and large parts of the population still lack access to reliable broadband internet. Like mobile phone connectivity, widely distributed broadband is positively associated with economic growth. Two findings have become measuring sticks in the digital development sphere: the World Bank estimates that a 10 percent increase in broadband leads to a 1.4 percent increase in GNP and the McKinsey Global Institute found ICT economic activity over the first decade of internet connectivity may have accounted for more than 21 percent of the gross domestic product (GDP) growth in mature economies.

The new wave of ICT development in the Global South is realizing this economic potential by bringing broadband infrastructure to smaller cities and rural communities. Improved connectivity is already affecting the quality of life in the Global South, allowing for national e-business, good governance solutions, and social services like healthcare and education to operate beyond the limited bandwidth offered by mobile phone data connections.

The World Bank has provided more than $1.2 billion in ICT lending alone for broadband development in Africa, the South Pacific, and the Caribbean. Moreover, Nigeria and Mozambique have led the way in Africa by licensing SpaceX’s Starlink service, which offers near broadband connections through low-orbit satellites for private users. Certainly, Starlink’s fees and terminals are barriers to access for most citizens in the Global South, but it and future providers are the first competitors to largely state-owned services in the region that have not succeeded in providing economical and reliable high-speed service across large swaths of territory.

Nevertheless, the growing benefits of the information age in the region come with risks—this same connectivity also attracts scores of cyber criminals who expect to profit from vulnerabilities in connected enterprise networks.

**CORRUPTION IN PUBLIC PROCUREMENT**

Corruption in procurement processes is a global problem, but the scale of systemic corruption in procurement tenders in the Global South has long been a major obstacle to developing effective governance and prosperity. This issue does not go unrecognized by local leaders and external advisors, but they rarely account for this threat when drafting new regulatory or development initiatives. The backroom decisions on what hardware and software is purchased for large enterprise information networks may be the archetype of systemic corruption but is routinely missed by national cybersecurity strategists.

As with most forms of corruption, there are few studies on corrupt practices in software procurement but countless anecdotes of rent-seeking found in public sector network management in developing countries. In this author’s thirteen years of experience overseeing IT development projects in four post-Soviet countries in Europe and Eurasia, this was the common view of corruption held by those working for critical infrastructure enterprises and IT Departments inside and outside government. Control over IT procurement decisions in systemically corrupt countries is ideally suited for inflating costs and hiding kickbacks because networks are built around software that is neither visible
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Another barrier to changing the software procurement culture in the Global South is the social norms and expectations among senior management and network administrators who in their everyday lives use or interact with pirated software on personal devices. In countries where the use of pirated software is not viewed as a significant ethical or technical issue, managers of critical infrastructure enterprises may be less hesitant to acquire cheaper, pirated software for their networks. In fact, this may even be perceived as a positive decision that reduces the organization’s IT budget.

The Business Software Alliance (BSA) found that although globally one-third of software in the private sector is unlicensed, in countries in the Global South this proportion may be twice as high. In the last breakdown for the Middle East and Africa in 2019, for instance, the BSA found that fifty-six percent of software in use was pirated. This short-sighted view of the risks of pirated software undermines the state’s ability over the long term to protect domestic networks from cyberattacks. While most government officials in the region were raised in a previous era of altruistic websites distributing unlicensed software with few downsides, this is no longer the case. One of the few studies examining pirated software samples from eleven developing countries found that 61 percent contained malware.

The illicit rents found in legal software procurement, on the other hand, come in the form of bribes paid to one or more employees at the purchasing firm, an intermediary, or the supplier. This can occur through the purchasing enterprise soliciting the bribe (extortion), the seller offering the bribe for colluding (kickback), or an intermediary receiving fees or commissions on the inflated price of the transaction. Interviews with investigators of private procurement fraud in the Global South find that most align with the dominant embezzlement practices found in the country’s wider economy. As the seller can often procure pirated or unsupported software at a fraction of the market price, the rents gained by the supplier can approach 100 percent of the stated cost.

An organization that continually uses pirated or unsupported software will likely develop a culture of avoiding—rather than actively pursuing—interactions with its software’s producers. Although some software companies claim to provide software patches to customers even after they stop paying for licenses, in practice those using pirated network software rarely receive updates from the vendors. It is a source of debate as to where the blame lies. On the one hand, users complain of significant technical hurdles for updating unregistered software. On the other hand, vendors claim that few network administrators oversee unlicensed copies ever seek them out, leaving them unaware of who is running pirated copies of their unpatched software. In either case, the presence of pirated software increases the likelihood that the organization’s network is susceptible to vulnerabilities. Even if an unregistered organization seeks out and applies a patch, because the process is not timely or automatic, there will always be a window of time with unpatched vulnerabilities.

In evaluating their country’s cybersecurity posture, governments in the Global South must measure the degree to which pirated and unpatched software is present on their information platforms and identify mechanisms that can decrease their rate of use. It may be wise for policymakers to look at culture and practice instead of simply increasing IT budgets. Comparative country research shows that the income of countries or individual enterprises was not a consistent predictor of choosing licensed or pirated software. Instead, the strongest predictors were a tolerance of open pirated software markets and the degree of systemic corruption in the country. Moreover, a comparison of a half dozen policy measures in eleven African countries found that the strongest initiative reducing the presence of pirated soft-
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The recent cybercriminal focus on the Global South, however, may partly reflect a perception that their networks represent lower-risk targets with a higher willingness to pay for returning access to their data. The strong correlation between systemic corruption and a preference for pirated software may shape an approach to ransomware that is appealing to cyber criminals. If an organization’s management has been earning significant kickbacks on purchases of pirated software, for example, they are unlikely to pursue a strategy of resisting ransom requests, instead quietly choosing to pay and maintain the status quo. The focus on the Global South may also reflect a landscape of reduced opportunities in the Global North. Leading ransomware

As countries struggling with public corruption or high levels of pirated software integrate further into the global digital economy, they are increasingly susceptible to cyberattacks on their critical infrastructure. Some observers already view 2022 as an inflection point in the rising number of successful hacks of smaller countries. In July 2022, for example, the government of Albania was forced to shut down its government computer and internet systems after a devastating cyberattack. The intrusion was a result of an unpatched version of the file-sharing software Microsoft SharePoint Server (versus the more common cloud-based Microsoft 365 SharePoint) that understaffed IT teams had maintained for years on their networks. Albania has not chosen to explain how its software did not get the patch for this vulnerability released automatically by Microsoft two years earlier. As mentioned previously, the island nation of Vanuatu was also hit by a ransomware attack in 2022 that froze nearly all government network servers, shutting down fire and rescue services, erasing five months of court data, and preventing 315,000 citizens from paying taxes or utilities. That same year, two more ransomware attacks by the Russia-based Conti Group led the Costa Rican government to declare a national emergency, and cybercrime groups also temporarily gained control of government networks in Montenegro and Chile.

Regardless of the technical cause, the lessons from these examples are the same: Countries seeking to protect networks across their critical infrastructure must prioritize systematic communications with software developments and implement regular updates or face an army of hackers that target unpatched vulnerabilities to gain control of a network.

The ascendancy of cyberattacks in the Global South buoyed by these successful breaches also suggests that cybercriminals are now targeting small or economically challenged countries because they may be viewed as “softer” hacking targets. Certainly, enterprises around the world continue to pay ransomware, as 2023 set a record for total and average payments of ransoms. The recent cybercriminal focus on the Global South, however, may partly reflect a perception that their networks represent lower-risk targets with a higher willingness to pay for returning access to their data. The strong correlation between systemic corruption and a preference for pirated software may shape an approach to ransomware that is appealing to cyber criminals. If an organization’s management has been earning significant kickbacks on purchases of pirated software, for example, they are unlikely to pursue a strategy of resisting ransom requests, instead quietly choosing to pay and maintain the status quo. The focus on the Global South may also reflect a landscape of reduced opportunities in the Global North. Leading ransomware
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negotiator Coveware recently reported that the portion of victims in the U.S. paying the ransom has fallen by half over the last three years (See Figure 3); the same exact period that has seen a dramatic increase in attacks on enterprises in the Global South.46

Moving forward, more and more government institutions and critical infrastructure enterprises in the Global South will likely be targeted as they continue to integrate with global information and communication networks. What is less certain is whether the procurement culture in these countries can keep up by transforming from one of avoiding the attention of software developers to a strategy of maximizing communication and exchanges. This transition is unlikely to succeed if corrupt practices continue to incentivize avoiding transparent procurement and collaboration with vendors to support resilient network systems. Moreover, the transition will require a proactive government guided by a clear national cybersecurity strategy that addresses the unique cyber policy challenges in the Global South.

WHAT IS IN THE NATIONAL CYBERSECURITY STRATEGIES – AND WHAT ISN’T

As digital connectivity continues to expand, more than 100 countries have developed national cybersecurity strategies to serve as the framework for synchronized public-private cybersecurity development. A review of the twenty-three published national strategies from countries in Africa and the Asia-Pacific region found that, in general, the strategies’ objectives were grouped across a minimum of four pillars for strengthening cyber resilience.47

The first common pillar consists of strategic objectives that often include developing new cybersecurity agencies and/or improving coordination between disparate ministries overseeing cybersecurity policy. This pillar also includes new policy initiatives based on gap analyses of the country’s cybersecurity architecture. The government’s structural reform steps are often intertwined with the second pillar of legislation and regulations. The Council of Europe has been the most influential donor in this space, assisting in the development of legislative frameworks and advising in the development of national cybersecurity strategies in at least nineteen countries in the Global South.

The last two pillars focus on external initiatives. The third pillar is focused on public-private partnerships, including cooperation with multinational software producers and other governments pursuing cybersecurity. The fourth major pillar usually describes information campaigns and education initiatives that would strengthen cybersecurity in the workforce. While national strategies in the Global South have prescribed more limited activities in the fourth pillar, the EU has recently joined the US in developing cybersecurity workforce frameworks to bridge the gap between the planning and development of cybersecurity educational standards and the workplace requirements for the knowledge and skills needed to defend critical infrastructure networks.

Across the national cybersecurity strategies in the Global South, not one of the twenty-three documents contained the terms “corruption” or “pirated software.” In some ways, this is not surprising. The leading roadmap to developing a national cybersecurity
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strategy, the UN’s International Telecommunication Union’s (ITU) Guide to Developing a National Cybersecurity Strategy, also does not reference corruption or pirated software. The 2018 guide was produced by a partnership between ITU, the World Bank, the Council of Europe, the Organization of American States (OAS), Interpol, Microsoft, Deloitte, and the NATO Cooperative Cyber Defense Center of Excellence, as well as several think tanks. The guide specifically states its objective is “to provide direction and good practice on ‘what’ should be included in a National Cybersecurity Strategy, as well as on ‘how’ to build, implement and review it.”

**Case Study: International Counter Ransomware Initiative**

The most significant US-sponsored global cybersecurity initiative is arguably the International Counter Ransomware Initiative (CRI). Now in its third year of existence, the group has established a platform for capacity building and developing best practices to reduce the success of ransomware, including via a joint statement that member countries should not pay ransoms. Although more than a dozen of the fifty nation-state participants in the CRI are considered Global South countries that face significant challenges in addressing systemic corruption, the CRI’s policy and capacity-building efforts have so far followed the ITU and World Bank’s lead in not addressing procurement corruption as part of cybersecurity initiatives.

As representatives of government and civil society in the Global South look to further develop and reassess their national policies and infrastructure for cybersecurity, they are unlikely to find anti-corruption best practices in the prevailing guiding documents and best practices. The reality is that top cybersecurity officials in North America and the EU do not consider the role of corruption to be a major or even minor factor in their country’s cybersecurity resilience. Instead, countries in the Global South must consider the context of corruption and its impact on cybersecurity and critical infrastructure resilience when developing their strategies, as well as learn from the experiences of other states’ adoption of reform initiatives focused on procurement corruption.

**GLOBAL SOUTH LESSONS LEARNED: THE UKRAINIAN RESPONSE TO CORRUPTION**

Ukraine offers a case study of how a country challenged by systemic corruption can reduce its impact on network security. In the years leading up to the start of open conflict with Russia in 2014, on more than one occasion senior officials in Ukrainian ministries iterated to the author that they would rather cancel a project than not receive their preference for an expensive network software solution. In at least one case this prevented a donor-supported project from moving ahead as the ministry refused to use a simpler, less expensive software product that was more aligned with their needs and local network. Across several ministries, the practice of procuring the highest-cost network solutions over this period would result in arrears owed to the vendor due to the inability to pay annual fees. At one point, the sales representative of a global network software company told the author that they would not sell new software to a US-funded project if the ministry did not agree to pay off years of outstanding annual license fees owed from past procurement.

By late 2014, as the first wave of cyberattacks on Ukraine preceded the Russian military’s annexation of Crimea, most critical state infrastructure had been operating for years without licenses (and the associated updates and patches), even legally purchased software. Many institutions were instead paying a fraction of the retail price to obtain pirated versions of software, which conveniently left the bulk of the recorded procurement expenditures for corrupt rent-seeking. This explains how, prior to 2014, an estimated eighty percent of the network software used in Ukrainian private and public enterprises either never had been or no longer was supported by the software’s vendors.

As hackers associated with Russia began cyberattacks in support of the new “special operation” in Ukraine, they targeted local software commonly used in the two countries by exploiting vulnerabilities for which patches had not been installed. Most notably, in 2015 the Russian military hacker group Sandworm used Blackenergy-3 malware to temporarily knock out the information networks of three energy distribution companies, denying power to more than 200,000 homes in 2015. The next year, the Industroyer-1 malware was used to target the Kyiv region’s...
power grid. Slovakian cybersecurity firm ESET found that the hackers benefited from knowledge of common post-Soviet electric grid networks and control system software. ESET reported that a major factor in the success of the power grid attacks was the failure of Ukrainian electrical distribution enterprises to change obsolete and unpatched operating system software.

In arguably the most damaging cyberattack in history, in 2017 the Sandworm group unleashed the NotPetya wiper malware that specifically targeted a well-publicized vulnerability in Microsoft network software that the company had patched in updates a few months before the attack. At that time, most Ukrainian enterprises were using either pirated or older versions of Microsoft data management software and thus did not receive timely or automatic updates. Although Microsoft and other vendors in principle permit operators of pirated software to request and apply updates, this is rarely accomplished and the exploitation of unprotected networks in Ukraine accounted for more than an estimated $10 billion in commercial losses. The NotPetya malware is also an example of a software vendor advertising new software updates after an attack. A secondary effect of this disclosure, however, is that it provides hackers a roadmap for similar attacks on other unpatched systems in the Global South.

**POLICY RECOMMENDATIONS DRAWN FROM UKRAINE**

Since 2017, Ukraine has adopted, with mixed results, a range of internal and donor-supported anti-corruption initiatives ranging from the establishment of investigation bureaus to prosecuting state corruption and mounting ad campaigns that promote good governance. One of the most well-known developments, which also had an outsized impact on software procurement corruption, is the launch of a national e-government tool for public procurement. A public/private-administered electronic platform for government tenders, ProZorro, which means “through transparency” in Ukrainian, began operating with more than 300 private suppliers in 2016. ProZorro largely put an end to backroom procurement processes in Ukraine by making bidding and decision-making available to the public, which reduces opportunities for rent-seeking.

Over the next four years, additional legislative and operational improvements were made to ProZorro, including integrating the role of tax authorities directly onto the platform to provide additional oversight for fraudulent pricing and hidden kickback schemes. By gaining private sector support early in its development, ProZorro was able to move the government’s IT infrastructure purchases onto a platform by 2019, which by then was facilitating $22 billion worth of tenders across the government. In a sign of trust in the transparency and efficiency of ProZorro, the World Bank has also begun conducting its own Ukrainian procurement through the platform.

In 2022, the Computer Emergency Response Team of Ukraine (CERT) reported a total of 2,194 investigated malware attacks, twenty-five percent of which targeted government systems, with at least a dozen cases in which the malware was detected on critical infrastructure information systems. Nonetheless, the work of the CERT, bolstered by robust private sector partnerships with software developers, led to quick responses to patch identified vulnerabilities before malware could spread and result in significant network outages. The result of this new capacity has been the prevention of cyber-induced infrastructure outages such as the electric grid collapses that plagued Ukraine in 2015-2016.

In the years following the NotPetya attack, Ukrainian public and private organizations began addressing old debts to network
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software vendors while using the ProZorro platform for new IT procurement. As a result, the country’s state-owned critical infrastructure operators were forced to pursue open tenders on a public-private run platform while network software companies returned to selling licenses to the state enterprises. The author was told by senior officials at Ukraine’s State Special Communications Service (SSCS) that they estimated the share of pirated and unsupported software on the country’s networks had dropped from more than eighty percent at the start of the conflict with Russia in 2014 to only twenty percent in 2020.

While state enterprises have been required to make transparent software purchases since 2020, anti-corruption progress in the private sector is less certain. As part of the 2022 Russian cyberattacks on Ukraine, the Mandiant cybersecurity firm found that Russian military intelligence hackers likely uploaded “trojanized” versions of Microsoft software on torrent sites popular with Ukrainians. The malware was part of the Ukrainian language packs that, if selected, would perform reconnaissance on a system and install further malware as needed.

The commitment of state critical infrastructure in Ukraine to rapidly expand licensed software on their networks also drew the interest of large international software vendors that saw Ukraine as ground zero in identifying new malware. Therefore, as Ukrainian public and private sector enterprises pursued legitimate purchases of licensed software, they also found that vendors were just as motivated to repair relationships with Ukraine’s large network operators. A benefit that few could have predicted in 2016 at the start of Ukraine’s anticorruption agenda is the role that the return of licensed software vendors would have in countering the much larger volume of cyberattacks that accompanied the 2022 Russian invasion. The major network software vendors, such as Microsoft and Cisco, established computer response and threat intelligence teams in Ukraine as part of their effort to identify and mitigate new threats to their licensed software before the malware targeting Ukraine could become a global problem.

The transformation of Ukrainian cybersecurity resilience over the five years between the last of the most harmful cyberattacks on the country (WannaCry and NotPetya) in 2017 and the resilience in the face of the relentless wave of malware attacks that accompanied Russia’s 2022 full-scale invasion suggests governments can proactively make progress against serious systemic vulnerabilities. Nonetheless, the anti-corruption approach must be relentless to succeed. For example, it was no surprise when in late 2023 national anti-corruption investigators uncovered a large IT software kickback where two senior SSCS officials had falsely categorized some procurement as classified, keeping it from being posted on the ProZorro site.

Overall, the Ukrainian experience suggests that countries burdened with systemic corruption should integrate procurement reform into their cybersecurity measures to mitigate the impact of cultures across the Global South that have promoted or looked the other way at the use of pirated or unsupported software.

**ADDRESSING CORRUPTION IN CYBERSECURITY STRATEGIES**

The decision by a dozen of the world’s most influential institutions promoting international cybersecurity not to address the threat of systemic corruption in their 2018 Guide to Developing a National Cybersecurity Strategy continues to be echoed in advisory and technical assistance offered to countries in the Global South. A recent example is the removal of considerations for sectoral vulnerability to procurement corruption in the World Bank’s 2023 influential sectoral cyber capability maturity model (C2M2) assessment tool, which was originally present in the pioneering ProGReSS sectoral C2M2 developed by Tel Aviv University that the assessment tool is based upon.

It is clear from the Ukrainian case study that neglecting issues of corruption in software procurement may result in overlooking an important lever for reducing overall cyber vulnerabilities. While officials in both the Global South and Global North tend to avoid public discussions of corruption, Ukraine’s IT procurement transparency reform offers cybersecurity policymakers a more targeted and politically acceptable policy goal. Certainly, the absence of guidance on IT procurement corruption is leaving cybersecurity strategists in countries challenged by systemic corruption without inspirational goals or advice on mitigating a key threat to their critical infrastructure networks.

As profiled in this analysis, Pakistan offers a cogent example of a country seeking to address its vulnerability to IT procurement corruption. Just two years after a Russian ransomware organization gained complete access to the revenue service’s new data center riddled with unsupported software, the Ministry of
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Foreign Affairs official responsible for cybersecurity championed the need to adopt national policies in line with the 2018 Guide to Developing a National Cybersecurity. The Guide offers a robust set of recommendations and certainly should influence Pakistan’s implementation of its 2021 national cybersecurity strategy, but a government that witnessed first-hand how procurement corruption undermines critical infrastructure cybersecurity would also have benefited from the inclusion of guidance and materials on targeted procurement anticorruption measures—advice not found in the 2018 Guide.

The dramatic turnaround in the resilience of Ukrainian networks demonstrates the importance of cybersecurity strategies that include the adoption of external and transparent procurement platforms for critical infrastructure enterprise software and technology. As with any capacity-building measure, a cybersecurity anti-corruption initiative could start small as countries struggle to wrestle public procurement from rent-seeking interest groups. A national public tender system that covers all procurement, such as Ukraine’s ProZorro, is an ambitious goal that requires years to develop and operationalize. Nevertheless, national cybersecurity strategies could promote more limited platforms focused on critical infrastructure enterprise procurement from the handful of network software providers serving the market.

IT procurement reform success depends on the degree to which sectoral or national institutions introduce public-private collaboration, transparency, and autonomy into decision-making processes that currently happen in the backrooms of state bureaucracies. A failed approach was demonstrated in Kenya when the centralization of IT procurement within a single ministry led to the doubling or tripling of prices for key technologies negotiated by newly empowered senior officials. Kenya’s cybersecurity strategists should be credited with seeking to address the vulnerabilities linked to IT procurement processes. Moreover, they were proposing solutions in a sphere (IT procurement reform) that international donors and cybersecurity consultants continue to avoid.

The most durable solution is for national cybersecurity strategies to begin to address procurement processes to remove the role of illicit rent-seekers in transactions. Kenya’s failed 2019 centralization of state IT procurement is an example of how many countries in the Global South have only adopted narrow measures limiting the impact of reform to just IT procurement. The next step would be to further limit that procurement to transparent and external electronic tender platforms modeled on Ukraine’s ProZorro system. The e-tender process would serve to transform the country’s critical infrastructure networks by shifting procurement to licensed and updated network software while attracting increased software vendor competition because sales revenues are no longer flowing back to rent-seeking IT administrators.

A shift in national cybersecurity strategies toward the adoption of e-tender platforms can be facilitated by the rapid growth in e-governance across the Global South. The first generation of e-tender platforms, like ProZorro, were “semi-distributed” to the degree that public and private entities supervise their analytical dashboards across the platform. The growing role of blockchain technology in creating transparent contracts across peer-to-peer networks will certainly transform the next generation of transparent procurement platforms.

Addressing IT procurement vulnerabilities can also build on existing resilience measures in national cybersecurity strategies. For example, cybersecurity awareness campaigns championed in existing national strategies can be leveraged to have a potential anti-corruption role. Their messaging could target not only individuals but also enterprises while highlighting the vulnerabilities that follow the choice to adopt pirated or other unsupported software. A generation of IT managers, who spent decades downloading pirated software for their personal use, must understand that those practices are no longer safe in the era of the ransomware gang and their recent turn toward targeting the Global South.

Another strategy that often is proposed as a cybersecurity solution for budget-constrained institutions in the Global South is open-source software (OSS). Paying for commercial software is not the only means to reduce the portion of pirated software on an enterprise’s network. OSS software has long been the building blocks of the world’s dominant network software sold by private vendors, and for more than two decades governments in the Global North have been adopting requirements mandating that officials first seek OSS alternatives before purchasing commercial software for their critical infrastructure networks. Nonetheless, malware has increasingly been targeting open-source solutions and a policy shift toward OSS in the Global South must be part of a wider government-led effort to recognize the need to support OSS as another element of critical infrastructure.
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As countries continue to innovate in measures to raise transparency in the procurement of IT software and hardware, donors should reconsider their past hesitancy to advocate for anti-corruption measures as part of the cybersecurity strategies they support. The absence of even indirect references to the role of corruption in national cybersecurity strategies across the Global South is inexplicable given the serious cybersecurity risks that are present for countries standing up large information networks founded on pirated or unsupported software. Given the significant challenges developing countries face in responding to cyber threats, they cannot afford to simultaneously overlook the vulnerability associated with corrupt procurement practices.

CONCLUSION

Developing countries are continuing to make progress in digitizing governance and trade while simultaneously raising transparency in their public expenditures. Nevertheless, 2022’s country-wide network outages across the Global South suggest this capacity has been built on networks left vulnerable by unlicensed and unsupported software. As governments and critical infrastructure in the Global South prepare for the next stage in ICT development, they must prioritize policies that can reduce corruption in the critical procurement of the network software responsible for protecting their country’s nascent cyberspace. As Adam and Fazekos argue, reform-minded governments and donors throughout the Global South have adopted ICT practices in the fight against national corruption but have developed a blind spot to the role corruption plays in undermining the security of this rapid digitization.74

Cybersecurity strategists working in the Global South must reevaluate a decade of national strategies that largely replicated those from the Global North. It is no longer safe to assume that cyber best practices are divorced from the harsh reality of addressing systemic corruption. At a minimum, national cybersecurity strategies must, for the first time, identify procurement corruption as a cybersecurity risk. Moreover, countries challenged by systemic corruption and under-resourced governance should consider more limited initiatives, such as creating transparent and autonomous IT tender processes for the most critical state sectors. The digital integration of the Global South offers its citizens greater prosperity and transparency in governance, but as decades of past economic development have demonstrated, the equity and reliability of this new revenue stream will depend on leaders not overlooking the adverse impact corruption can play in the social outcomes of their digital development.
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